ESL Kids World: Places: Rio Reborn

1. Put students into pairs.
2. Student A stays in the classroom and writes the sentences.
3. Student B reads the jumbled sentence from outside the classroom and has to rearrange the sentence into its correct order.
4. Student B recites the sentence to student A.
5. Student A writes the correct sentence.
6. First pair to finish and correctly write the sentences wins the game.

1) is famous Brazil. Rio in a city

2) favelas. called has poor areas Rio

3) has Rio crime rates. high

4) of gangs. Residents scared are

5) guns in Gangs and Rio. are common

6) help providing the The favelas. is to city

7) Rio. People in from separate the feel favelas

8) Rio is expensive. Property in

9) develop favelas. Rio to wants the